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GP Project
Evaluation
Undertaken by
the University
of Western Sydney
This paper summarises
findings from the research
questions and highlights
how sexual health can be
supported in the general
practice setting.
Background
General practice is the main
provider of primary care in NSW,
including sexual health. Fifty-five
percent of Australians diagnosed
with an STI or blood borne virus
accessed treatment during the
previous year through general
practice while eight percent
accessed treatment through
publicly funded sexual health
services.
The asymptomatic nature of most
STIs means that the majority of
people with a current STI are
unlikely to actively seek testing
and treatment. As such, the aim
of the NSW STI Programs Unit
GP Sexual Health Services
Project (GP Project) is to promote
the delivery of evidence-based
sexual healthcare within primary
care in NSW. Project strategies

to address this aim have included
the development, promotion
and delivery of the following
nine items, tailored for general
practitioners (GP) and nurses
in general practice (PN):
• STI Testing Tool
• Online STI Resources
for General Practice
• Drivetime Radio Medical CD
• Online STI Testing Tool GP
Training
• STI Active Learning Module
• Three sexual health articles in
General Practice periodicals
• Royal Australian College of
General Practice (RACGP)
Check Booklet
• Practice Nurse postcard on
pap smears and Chlamydia
• Online STI Practice Nurse
Training

Evaluation
Process and impact evaluation
were undertaken using a mixed
methods approach of qualitative
and quantitative data analysis.
The process evaluation drew
on data from NSW STIPU
documentation and consultation
with stakeholders. The impact
evaluation involved surveying
214 GPs, 217 PNs, and 26 staff
members from Divisions of
General Practice (now Medicare
Locals); these were complemented
by interviews with nine GPs
and ten PNs.

Was resource content and
format clear, user friendly
and appropriate?

How were the resources
developed, promoted and
delivered?
The GP Project Working Group
was instrumental in developing
the suite of project items.
Working Group members were
selected on the basis of clinical
expertise in primary care and
sexual health; professional
affiliations, roles and networks;
capacity to actively contribute;
as well as passion for and
commitment to sexual health.
In most instances there
was evidence that resource
development followed a rigorous
approach, including use of
evidence and relevant resources,
clinical and educational expertise,
consideration of user-friendliness,
and endorsement sought from
relevant stakeholders.
Promotion and delivery of
resources was comprehensively
planned. NSW STIPU partnered
with GPNSW who distributed
some of the resources to
Medicare Locals in NSW. NSW
STIPU had limited control of
the promotion and distribution
of these resources, beyond this
initial point of contact with
partners.
Mass, targeted and marketing
by well known peers was utilised.
Mass marketing of the STI
Testing Tool was an expensive
strategy; however the impact
evaluation identified the tool as
the most used, relative to the
other resources tailored to GPs.

All the resources varied in
content and format however
they were linked by a common
aim facilitating use by GPs and
PNs with different professional
experience, interests and learning
styles. The STI Testing Tool and
the Practice Nurse Postcard
were particularly valued for their
content, format and clinical
usefulness.

Were primary health
clinicians aware of the
project and the project
resources?
The highest proportions of GPs
were aware of the STI Testing
Tool, the sexual health articles,
and the RACGP Check Booklet.
Fewer GPs had completed the
ALM – this may be partly due to
its limited distribution. However,
those who completed the ALM
reported that it aided clinical
practice.
Despite availability of some
resources on the websites
of NSW STIPU and GPNSW,
requests for electronic access
to resources were high.While
attempts were made to engage
GPs with electronic resources,
more work can be done to
promote online access.
Approximately half of the PNs
were aware of the Online STI
Practice Nurse Training; however,
few had completed it. Of the PNs
who were aware of the PN
Postcard, most reported using it.

What impact did resources
have on clinical practice?
A major strength of the
promotion/dissemination of the
GP Project was its multimodal
approach – resources were
promoted through conferences,
mass-mail-outs to Medicare
Locals and clinicians, the GPNSW
website, and newsletters. This
approach promoted opportunistic
access to resources by GPs
undertaking routine surveillance
of educational material.
Surveyed GPs indicated that
the STI Testing Tool, the online
STI Resources for General
Practice, the Online STI Testing
Tool GP Training, the ALM and
the Check booklet assisted their
clinical practice.
NSW STIPU sought and received
endorsement of many resources
by several professional bodies.
Endorsement, together with
authorship by a reputable
organisation and clear referencing,
increased GP confidence in
resources and verified reliability
in many instances.
PNs who were aware of the
PN Postcard considered it was
essential to sexual healthcare
and a valuable method to
reinforce the PN role.
The Drivetime Radio Medical CD
was not a well utilised resource.

What was the impact
of resource use on STI
diagnosis and management?

Were primary health
clinicians aware of and did
they participate in the training?
Of the GP training resources,
the RACGP Check booklet was
the most visible (approximately
50% of survey respondents
were aware of it) and used
(approximately 50% of survey
respondents used it). Fewer
GPs were aware of, or used
the Online STI Testing Tool
Training and the ALM. Those
who used these two resources
considered them to be clear and
easy to follow – furthermore
respondents’ ability to raise
sexual healthcare with patients
improved.
Modes of learning among GPs
varied, with some respondents
preferring face to face and
others online.

How were the GP Project
resources used?
Resources were used:
• for private study
• to meet a clinical need
during consultation
• for teaching purposes
• as patient information and to
gain permission to proceed
• to reinforce the PN role in
sexual healthcare

Participating GPs and PNs
largely suggested that the GP
Project improved their capacity
to deliver sexual healthcare.
This encompassed raising the
topic with patients, diagnosing
and managing STIs, and contact
tracing, with each resource
having a different effect.

How could the project
be improved?
The online promotion and
availability of resources to
both GPs and PNs is essential
to optimise timely access.
PNs often rely on communication
from professional bodies. Medicare
Locals may be well placed to
increase their outreach to PNs
and promote sexual healthcare.
Promotion and advocacy of the
PN role within general practice
will enable more PNs to engage
and take leadership in sexual
healthcare.

What factors affected the
impact of the project?
The information available for
this evaluation suggests the
rigorous development, promotion
and delivery of the resources,
as well as its multimodal nature,
were the key strengths of the
GP Project.
Although GPs and PNs are
receptive to sexual health training,
barriers include time pressures
and competing priorities. PN
participation was impeded by
perceived uncertainty about
their role within their practice.

Key Lessons
All information gathered, as well
as decisions regarding program
development and implementation
contribute to process evaluation.
Systematic documentation will
make process evaluation more
informative. Noting decisions
and saving documents and
correspondence as they are
created is important.
To optimise access and visibility,
resources need to be distributed
and available in various modes.
To enhance project scope,
strategic partnerships with
professional associations
is important. Professional
associations offer networks
and pathways of engaging
with GPs and PNs as well
as resource endorsement,
promotion and dissemination.
The RACGP, Medicare Local
Practice Support Officers and
the Australian Practice Nurses
Association are key
communication channels.
Resource credibility is important
to GPs and PNs. Resources that
are evidence-based, clearly
referenced, and endorsed by
professional organisations are
perceived to be more credible.

Future Actions
To improve sexual healthcare in general practice, NSW STIPU will:
• Increase and target advertising of the STI ALM to NSW
Medicare Locals
• Promote the availability of electronic resources to GPs via
strategic networks
• Recirculate the STI Testing Tool to Medicare Locals for
distribution to GPs
• Strategically promote training and resources in various settings
• Affirm the role of PN in sexual healthcare in general practice by
defining the scope of practice and key competencies; establishing
a special interest group; and promoting resources to PN networks
• Support HARP Units to engage with Medicare Locals and
general practice
• Develop specific proforma’s to support GPs to undertake
RACGP activities in sexual health
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